
We want to ensure we’re providing you with the very highest level
of service and to make sure that we’re doing everything we can to
support you in the growth of your business and improving your
personal financial situation.

What's working well?

What frustrations do you have?

Is there anything more we can be doing for you?

Framing

Positive Intentions

Produce Proposal
Get agreement at every step
Present any new services
Present the fees
Shut up

Handle questions
Agree next actions
Re-State Positive Intention

Get it signed



Remind them of the value
If it needs to be lower, ask what they’d like to downgrade/remove

Totally respect that - So you can keep having what you’re having, or
you can keep paying what you‘re paying, but you can’t have both.
Ask what they’d like to downgrade/remove.
If they say they’re leaving, explain you’re sorry but you’ll make it easy
for them and offer recommendations.

I didn’t really want to spend any more

There’s no way I’m paying any more

We haven’t reviewed your fees recently - this will be more
regular moving forward
The service level has increased - give examples
You have additional services - explain which ones
Your revenue has increased - more emails, more queries, no
surprise bills
Complexity and regulatory requirements have increased -
explain what
We have additional staff - explain benefits to them
We’d priced some services to low - can’t keep delivering at that
rate & respect the relationship too much
Inflation - some services have increased in line with inflation

Just because they ask this, doesn't mean it's a problem. They just want
to know. Respond with...

"It’s a combination of factors, but mainly it’s to enable us to keep giving you
the high level of service that you want from us. But specifically..."

Why have my fees gone up?

The trickier responses


